WELCOME TO GUANAJUATO, MEXICO!

THE CENTRO FOX EXPERIENCE provides select partners with a unique platform to create lifelong leadership.
The Centro Fox Experience allows groups to create their own programs and conferences, stay at President Vicente Fox's 400-year-old hacienda (inset), and visit the capital of Guanajuato, considered the most beautiful city of Mexico.
PROGRAMS LAUNCHING

CO-CREATORS OF THE CENTRO FOX EXPERIENCE

UC San Diego - The California Delegation, Academic Connections, Model United Nations, STEAM and TOEFL classes, Teacher Trainings
UC Irvine - Borderless Leadership Conference, Borderless Writers Retreat, Service Trips
Long Beach City College - Summer Scholars, Presidential Ambassadors
Cal State LA - For-credit summer courses
PLUS: Pathways Travels, Café con el Presidente, more to be announced soon, and YOU!
"Just like in 'Hamilton,' being a Co-Creator of the Centro Fox Experience feels like we're the ones in the room when everything is being created."
-Frank Henry-Ala

"I have been so profoundly moved by this trip."
-Denise Serrano

VOICES FROM A RECENT CALIFORNIA DELEGATION TRIP TO CENTRO FOX

"This trip has made me think about doing something more extraordinary for my life."
-Dr. Rudy Acosta

"I am not the same person I was when I arrived; I am truly changed."
-Dr. Morgan Appel
BECOME A CO-CREATOR OF THE CENTRO FOX EXPERIENCE!
JOIN THE NEXT TRIP OF THE
CALIFORNIA DELEGATION TO CENTRO FOX IN 2022!

* APR 27-30 * AUG 04-07 * OCT 19-22 *

Flagship Partner: UCSD Extension — Host: Christopher Andres
INTEREST LIST NOW FORMING! CLICK HERE AND SIGN UP TODAY!